Enslaved Swimmers and Divers in the Atlantic World
In his 1933 book, e Masters and the Slaves, Gilberto Freyre asserted that slaves "Africanized" Brazilian culture by infusing it with African traditions. Melville J. Herskovits's 1941 book, e Myth of the Negro Past, challenged the assertions of U. B. Phillips and E. Franklin Frazier that slavery denuded bondpeople of their African heritage, arguing that shards of African culture, especially those pertaining to dance, music, religion, and art, were carried to the Americas. 5 Before the 1970s, historians generally examined slavery from the planters' perspective, largely overlooking how bondpeople shaped the plantation system and the Americas. Considering slavery from the slaves' viewpoint, John Blassingame's 1972 book, e Slave Community, explored how African transmissions and retentions shaped bondpeople's recreational activities. In 1974 Peter Wood's Black Majority considered how slaves' African rice-growing traditions influenced South Carolina's development and the creation of its syncretic white and black cultural identities. Daniel Littlefield's 1981 Rice and Slaves extended Wood's analysis by documenting that South Carolina rice planters sought to import slaves from ethnic groups with rice-producing traditions so they could exploit the slaves' abilities. Gwendolyn Midlo Hall in 1992 and Judith A. Carney in 2001 explained how rice planters elsewhere in the Americas similarly exploited Africans' rice-growing culture for their own material gain. 6 is article considers how slaves carried swimming and underwater diving skills to the Americas. It seeks to enhance our understanding of slavery by exploring how a cultural retention that scholars have heretofore neglected shaped bondage. First, it compares the swimming abilities and techniques of westerners and Africans in order to demonstrate the African origin of slaves' swimming abilities. Next, it examines how slaves incorporated swimming into their recreation. Finally, since slavery was a labor system, this article explores how slave owners used bondpeople's swimming and diving skills in lucrative occupations. Because occupational diving was dangerous and required exceptional skill, it sometimes influenced white-slave relationships, leading whites to reward slaves' ability by granting them limited privileges. 7 In his account of sport culture, the historian Richard Mandell has contended that during the colonial period most westerners could not swim, but that if "they learned to swim at all it was the dog paddle to save themselves in an emergency." Travel accounts suggest that some whites used variants of the breaststroke, in which both arms are extended forward and pulled back together in a sweeping circular motion, while the legs are thrust out and pulled together in circular frog kicks. e breaststroke is only slightly more advanced than the dog paddle, and many whites who used it apparently kept their heads above water. at reduced their speed and endurance and made their version of the breaststroke similar to the dog paddle. In the sixteenth century, European theorists began publishing treatises on swimming. Most advocated versions of the breaststroke, while excluding discussions of the swim stroke now known as the "freestyle," "Australian crawl," or "crawl." e historians Nicholas Orme and Mandell have explained that swimming theories targeted literate nobility and gentry, evolved largely as analytical speculation on the "ideal forms of swimming," did not draw on the knowledge and experience of swimmers, and thus had little influence on contemporary swimming practices. 8 Conversely, coastal and interior West Africans, like Native Americans and Asians, used variants of the freestyle, enabling Africans to incorporate swimming into many daily activities. With alternate overarm strokes combined with fast scissor kicks, the freestyle is the strongest and swiftest swimming style. Travelers mentioned that many Africans swam and that they, unlike westerners, preferred the freestyle to the breaststroke. Significantly, several observers referred to the breaststroke as the "ordinary" method of swimming, indicating that whites used it. 9 8 Mandell, Sport, 112-13, 179-80; Digby, Short introduction for to learne to swimme; Percey, Compleat swimmer; évenot, Art de nager; Tegg, Art of Swimming; Frost, Art of Swimming; "Swimming," 152; Sinclair and Henry, Swimming; Nelligan, Art of Swimming, frontispiece, [12] [13] [14] Orme, Early British Swimming, 46, 52, [62] [63] [64] [65] On Native Americans' and Asians' strength as swimmers and use of the freestyle, see Mandell, Sport, 180; évenot, Art de nager, vii-viii; Nelligan, Art of Swimming, 27; Sinclair and Henry, Swimming, 97-105; William Strachey, e Historie of Travell into Virginia Britania (1612; London, 1953), 66; Clements Markham, ed ., e Hawkins' Voyages during the Reigns of Henry VIII, Queen Elizabeth, and James I (1847; New York, 1970), 157-58, 314 ; George Catlin, Letters and Notes on the Manners, Customs, and Conditions of the North American Indians: Written During Eight Years' Travel (1832 -1839 America (1817; Readex Microprint, 1966) , 160-61; George Frederick Kunz and Charles Hugh Stevenson, e Book of the Pearl: Its History, Art, Science, and Industry (1908; New York, 2001 ); Charles Warren Stoddard, Cruising the South Seas: Stories by Charles Warren Stoddard (1904; San Francisco, 1987) , 93-95; 117-18 In the seventeenth century Melchisédec évenot attempted to transform swimming into an art by developing theories on how to swim gracefully. "Another Way of turning or rolling round," Melchisédec évenot, Art de Nager, e Art of Swimming, Illustrated by Forty Proper Copper-Plate Cuts, Which Represent the Different Postures Necessary to be Used in that Art (1696; London, 1789) . Courtesy the Huntington Library, San Marino, California. Reproduced by permission. Enslaved Swimmers and Divers in the Atlantic World Over more than three centuries, western travelers to West Africa reported that Africans were sound swimmers; several noted that they generally swam better than Europeans and described their use of the freestyle. In the late sixteenth century, the Flemish adventurer Pieter de Marees commented on Gold Coast (Ghanaian) Africans' freestyle technique, observing "they can swim very fast, generally easily outdoing people of our nation in swimming and diving." In 1606 the Dutch merchant Pieter Van den Broecke noted that many of the Africans at Gorée Island, Senegal, were "extraordinarily strong swimmers." In the late seventeenth century, comparing the freestyle used by the Fante of Elmina, in present-day Ghana, and the breaststroke employed by Europeans, the commercial agent Jean Barbot asserted "the Blacks of Mina out-do all others at the coast in dexterity of swimming, throwing one [arm] after another forward, as if they were paddling, and not extending their arms equally, and striking with them both together, as Europeans do." Similarly, in 1923 the anthropologist and colonial administrator Robert Sutherland Rattray noted that Asante men and women at Lake Bosumtwi, about one hundred miles inland from Cape Coast in present-day Ghana, used the freestyle. Asante "men are very fine swimmers and some show magnificent muscular development. ey swim either the ordinary breast stroke [like Europeans] or a double overarm with a scissor-like kick of the legs." On October 15, 1844, the U.S. Navy officer Horatio Bridge reported an incident that revealed that the swimming abilities of Kru from Liberia surpassed those of whites who could swim. Five Europeans and five Kru were aboard a boat that "capsized and sunk. e five Kroomen saved themselves by swimming until picked up by a canoe; the five whites were lost." 10 Sources on Native American swimming provide further evidence of westerners' unfamiliarity with the freestyle. While in North Dakota in the late 1830s, the painter George Catlin explained that the Mandans' use of the freestyle made them stronger swimmers than whites. Detailing their overarm technique, he stated it "is quite different from that practiced in those parts of the civilized world, which I have had the pleasure yet to visit." 11 Numerous accounts by European and Euro-American travelers, slave traders, planters, and government officials from the sixteenth century through the 1840s reveal fascination with Africans' superiority as swimmers. But the writers rarely say explicitly why this skill fascinated and impressed them. Such authors' literary objectives differed. Some were interested in scientific inquiry, adventure, or discovery. Others supported the slave trade and slavery. Yet, as the historians David Brion Davis, Winthrop Jordan, Philip Curtin, Kathleen M. Brown, and Jennifer Morgan have explained, from the sixteenth through the nineteenth century, xenophobia and ethnocentrism led many writers to emphasize the difference between Africans and westerners as a way of championing whites' purported social, religious, cultural, and political superiority while alleging African savagery and barbarism. us, it is probable that westerners' comments on Africans' swimming abilities aimed to differentiate whites from Africans.
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When chroniclers noted that Africans were proficient swimmers, they may also have been signaling that such swimmers were animal-like. Travelers often compared blacks' genitals to those of animals and contended that blacks engaged in bestial, lascivious intercourse. Travelers argued that like animals African women did not suffer labor pains, which were considered a punishment for Eve's transgression; thus they were not part of the same divine creation as white women. e writings of swimming theorists indicate that many westerners believed that, whereas animals instinctively knew how to swim, it was unnatural for humans to swim without logical instruction. In 1658 William Percey declared, "man doth not altogether naturally Swim as other creatures do, but immediately descends towards the bottom." e editor of the 1840 edition of Benjamin Franklin's swimming treatise similarly noted that "man cannot swim with the same faculty as many of the inferior animals, which seem to be led by instinct to use the proper action for their preservation, while rational creatures, being aware of their danger, grow fearful or impatient, and begin to struggle, which has the effect of making them sink in the water." Since swimming theorists argued that logic was required to enable humans to swim, whites could conceivably have thought that people of African descent swam because they had used reason to overcome their fear of water. Whites, however, asserted that blacks were incapable of logic and reason. In 1774, while trying to determine Africans' status in nature, Edward Long, a resident of Jamaica, argued that they have no moral sensations; . . . they are now every where degenerated into brutish, ignorant, idle, crafty, treacherous, bloody, thievish, mistrustful, and superstitious people, even in those states where we might expect to find them more polished, humane, docile, and industrious. . . . ey are a people without taste, without genius, or discernment. . . . eir intellect rising to but a very confused notion, and imperfect idea.
Likewise, in Notes on the State of Virginia, written in the 1780s, omas Jefferson claimed that "in memory [blacks] are equal to whites; in reason much inferior, . . . and in imagination they are dull, tasteless, and anomalous." Since whites did not believe that people of African descent were capable of logic or reason, they implied that animal-like instincts enabled blacks to swim naturally. (Ithaca, 1966 ), 446-82, Winthrop Jordan, White over Black: American Attitudes towards the Negro, 1550 -1812 (Baltimore, 1969 Philip Curtin, e Image of Africa: British Ideas and Action, 1780 -1850 (Madison, 1964 Kathleen M. Brown, Good Wives, Nasty Wenches, and Anxious Patriarchs: Gender, Race, and Power in Colonial Virginia (Chapel Hill, 1996), 13-41, 107-36; Jennifer Morgan, Laboring Women: Reproduction and Gender in New World Slavery (Philadelphia, 2004), 12-16. 13 On the travelers' accounts, see Davis, Problem of Slavery in Western Culture, 446-82; Jordan, White over Black, 33-35, 39-40, 158-59, 163, 464, 501; Curtin, Image of Africa, 28-57, 391-92; Betty Wood, e Origins of American Slavery: Freedom and Bondage in the English Colonies (New York, 1997), 20-29; Brown, Good Wives, Nasty Wenches, and Anxious Patriarchs, 39; and Morgan, Laboring Women, 16 . Digby, Short introduction for to learne to swimme, 4-5; Percey, Compleat Swimmer, 2, 6-9; Franklin, Art of Swimming Rendered Easy, 3; évenot, Art de Enslaved Swimmers and Divers in the Atlantic World e early modern Europeans who commented on Africans' prowess as swimmers came from a culture where, some scholars arguer, swimming had been in decline. Scholars have found that many ancient Greeks and Romans were adept swimmers who used the freestyle, but that most whites from the medieval period through the late nineteenth century could not swim. During the Middle Ages, numerous factors caused a devaluing and discarding of swimming. e historian Nicholas Orme analyzed the decline in English swimming. Medieval English and Norman sources, Orme concluded, present "a picture of swimming both pessimistic and unfavorable. e activity of the swimmer is compared with the fate of the damned" because swimming seemed a hopeless struggle against mother nature. According to Orme, changes in warfare that favored heavily armored and mounted knights precipitated a change in attitudes that diminished the importance of swimming. Before armor was used, military tactics incorporated swimming. But the weight of armor rendered such tactics impossible. Simultaneously, many European doctors urged people to avoid swimming because immersion in water supposedly upset the balance of the body's humors, causing the diseases that ravaged the Continent. Because people typically swam nude, some Catholic Church officials tried to discourage it for moral reasons.
14 Cold winters undoubtedly limited the part of the year when those Europeans who so desired could hone their swimming skills. Furthermore, many westerners believed that bodies of water were filled with both mysterious dangers such as "noisom vapours" and large populations of ravenous creatures.
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Consequently, by the fifteenth century, the freestyle was apparently forgotten, and sources indicate that the few Europeans who swam used the breaststroke.
Although the Renaissance witnessed a slight revival in swimming, sources indicate that most whites remained reluctant to swim, making them less adept than many blacks, Native Americans, and Asians. Indeed, in his 1696 swimming treatise, Melchisédec evé-not explained that "swimming was in great esteem among the Ancients." "But to come to our times," he observed, "it is most certain that the Indians, and the Negroes, excel all others in these Arts of Swimming and Diving. It is to them the Ladies are obliged for their Ornaments of Pearl; they are the Divers who fish for them; they are also very useful for recovering Anchors 43. 14 Orme, Early British Swimming, [26] [27] [28] [29] 46, esp. 22; Mandell, Sport, 18, [22] [23] [24] esp. 24, [60] [61] [62] Sinclair and Henry, Swimming, [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] e breaststroke remained the preferred western style of swimming through the early twentieth century, but in the late nineteenth century, British swimmers, led by J. Trudgen, began systematically attempting to imitate the freestyle used by indigenous South Americans. Trudgen, however, combined the freestyle's overarm stroke with the breaststroke's circular frog kick, creating the "Trudgen stroke." It was not until after the United States tryouts for the 1912 Olympics that most westerners apparently began using the freestyle, even though blacks, Asians, and Native Americans had demonstrated its speed and strength to them for centuries. On August 11, 1911, the Hawaiian surfer Duke Kahanamoku, who had never been trained and had not competed in a formal match, decisively demonstrated the speed of the true freestyle with his scissorlike "Kahanamoku kick" by breaking two world records. After winning the Olympic Gold Medal for the hundredmeter freestyle and breaking another world record, Kahanamoku toured America, Europe, and Australia, demonstrating his surfing and swimming skills.
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Until the late nineteenth century, westerners were evidently averse to the freestyle because it generated more splashing than the breaststroke. According to theorists and practitioners such as Franklin and eodorus Mason, swimming "should be smooth and gentle." Since splashing was deemed unsophisticated, the freestyle was regarded as unrefined and un-European when compared to the sedate and harmonious breaststroke. us, as the scholar Richard Nelligan indicated, even though the breaststroke is one of the most rudimentary strokes, many westerners ironically regarded it as the most refined and graceful. e reluctance to splash, or perhaps inattentiveness, may explain why Trudgen and others did not use the scissor kick. Indeed, George Catlin's observation on Native Americans' use of the freestyle reveals that, although some whites recognized that it was a stronger stroke than the breaststroke, they regarded it as uncivilized. "By this bold and powerful mode of swimming, which may want in the grace many would wish to see," wrote Catlin, "I am quite sure, from the experience I have had, that much of the fatigue and strain [the breaststroke placed] upon the breast and spine are avoided, and that a man will preserve his strength and his breath much longer in the [freestyle's] alternate rolling motion, than he can in the usual mode of swimming, in the polished world."
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One striking difference between African and western swimming practices was that many African women swam, while western women generally did not. Western women probably refrained from swimming because most people swam nude, and western standards of modesty did not tolerate public disrobing by white women. were not so constrained. Because Africans felt less shame than westerners about publicly revealing their bodies and because the African climate was hot and humid, African women did not completely clothe their bodies. ey often disrobed when swimming in the presence of men without shaming themselves. After describing males' swimming proficiencies, the sixteenth-century traveler Pieter de Marees commented that "many of the women here [West Africa] can swim very well too." Robert Rattray wrote in the early twentieth century that Asante women were "as expert as the men, and this I quite believe, as I used to see whole family parties alternately wading and swimming along the lake shore instead of following the road running between the villages." 20 Travelers reported that many coastal Africans learned to swim very young, either right after learning to walk between the ages of ten to fourteen months or after they were weaned at approximately two to three years of age. "Once the children begin to walk by themselves, they soon go to the water in order to learn how to swim and to walk in the water," wrote Pieter de Marees. In the early eighteenth century, William Bosman commented "the Mother gives the Infant suck for two or three Years; which over, . . . they [are] able to go . . . to the Sea-side to learn to swim."
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After parents taught them the fundamentals of swimming, children improved their skills by playing in the water and observing the techniques of stronger swimmers. While at Elmina, Jean Barbot saw "several hundred of boys and girls sporting together before the beach, and in many places among the rolling and breaking waves, learning to swim." He contended that Africans' strong swimming abilities "proceed from their being brought up, both men and women from their infancy, to swim like fishes; and that, with the constant exercise renders them so dexterous." Such observers were perhaps expressing the be- Having learned to swim early, many coastal and interior West African men and women incorporated swimming into their recreational and work activities. e swimming abilities of several disparate ethnic groups were so strong that, independent of Polynesian influence, they invented surfing. Africans in Senegal, Ivory Coast, Ghana, Gabon, and possibly the Congo-Angola region surfed. On November 16, 1834, while at Accra, Ghana, James Edward Alexander wrote that "from the beach, meanwhile, might be seen boys swimming into the sea, with light boards under their stomachs. ey waited for a surf; and came rolling like a cloud on top of it." 23 Canoe men used their swimming skill daily. As dugout canoes left the beach, watermen often swam alongside them to help keep their bows pointed toward oncoming waves to prevent them from tipping. Although most western travelers did not venture into Africa's interior, upcountry accounts indicate that many inland peoples could swim. In his famous autobiography Olaudah Equiano, an Ibo from present-day Nigeria, commented that some interior peoples could not swim, but others were adroit. Shortly after being kidnapped into slavery in the mid-1750s, he saw Africans in what is now Nigeria's interior swimming in a large river. Having never previously seen either a large body of water or someone swimming, Equiano, who could not swim, was amazed. He recalled, "I was often very much astonished to see some of the women, as well as the men, jump into the water, dive to the bottom, come up again, and swim about." When Robert Rattray visited Lake Bosumtwi, he noted that Asante were powerful swimmers, adept in both the breaststroke and freestyle, which they used to cross the lake and to catch fish. 25 e Scottish explorer Mungo Park's account of two journeys deep into Africa's interior in 1795-1797 and 1805 reveals that many inland peoples were good swimmers and that many Europeans could not swim. When Park crossed the Senegal River near the town of Kayee (Kayes in present-day Mali) on December 28, 1795, a "few boys swam after" Park's horses, urging them on. On July 29, 1796, after leaving the Bambara capital, Sego (now in Mali), over five hundred miles inland, Park observed a fisherman dive underwater to collect and set fish traps. e fisherman's lung capacity was so great that he was able to remain submerged "for such a length of time, that I thought he had actually drowned himself."
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During his second expedition, Park was accompanied by forty-three other Europeans. After they crossed the Bafing River about three hundred miles inland in present-day Guinea, a canoe carrying three soldiers overturned near the opposite bank. " e natives from the shore swam to their assistance, yet J. Cartwright [a soldier] was unfortunately drowned. e natives dived and recovered two muskets, and Cartwright's body." Park and the other surviving European party members died because they could not swim. During a battle on the Niger River against Africans, they drowned after jumping overboard. Only an enslaved canoe man and the interpreter and guide, Amandi Fatouma, lived to carry Park's journal back to British officials and tell of his demise.
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Many Africans developed large lung capacities that permitted them to remain submerged for a considerable time. Travelers frequently noticed the Africans' underwater diving abilities. While on the Grain Coast (now part of Liberia) from 1599 to 1600, Johann von Lübelfing witnessed the theft of European trade goods by an adept diver. " ey can swim below the water like a fish, as they proved there. One of them, who had a pewter tankard of beer in his hand and a soldier's helmet on his head, jumped into the water with them and swam thus a great distance underwater; then he re-emerged and jumped 24 Hair, Jones, and Law, eds., Barbot on Guinea, II, 497n3, 501, 510n20, 544n45, 545n46, 545n50, 573n8, 640 into his little boat, which his companion had to bring to him. us he got away with the helmet and tankard, and no-one could overtake him." In the eighteenth century William Bosman explained how Ivory Coast Africans' diving provided a spectator sport for whites: "You are probably acquainted with the expert Swimming and Diving of these Negroes, which I have several times seen with Surprize. Whenever they were on Board, and I threw a string of Coral, or any thing else into the Sea, one of them would immediately dive after it, and tho' almost got to the bottom fetch it up again. is they seldom missed of, and is manuscript painting by one of the French Huguenot artists who accompanied Sir Francis Drake to the West Indies in the late sixteenth century illustrates how enslaved divers on Margarita Island off the coast of Venezuela harvested pearl oysters. When diving, they carried "hoop-net" baskets fastened to the canoes by ropes. As divers ripped pearl oysters from the ocean bed, they placed the oysters in the baskets, and after a diver surfaced, his basket was pulled to the surface. Divers could thus use both hands to gather oysters. "Canau pour Pecher les Perles" (Canoe for pearl-fishing ), Histoire Naturelle des Indes ( e natural history of the Indies), early 1590s. Courtesy the Pierpont Morgan Library, New York. MA 3900, f. 57 . Enslaved Swimmers and Divers in the Atlantic World is accused of any Crime and denies the Fact," he could clear his name by trying to swim across a river "to which is ascribed the strange Quality of immediately drowning all the Guilty Persons which are thrown into it; [contrary to the European manner of trying witches]." But since, according to Bosman, all the Africans in the area were "very expert, I never heard that this River ever yet convicted any Person; for they all come out." Some Ibo (in what is now Nigeria) used a similar method to determine guilt or innocence.
ere the rivers that the accused traversed were populated with sharks. us culpability was determined by the ability to swim well and to elude predators.
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When misfortune befell a slave ship, the swimming abilities of the coastal, littoral, and interior Africans aboard were tested. On September 10, 1830, two British naval vessels enforcing the ban on slave trading, the Black Joke and Friar Rosamond, chased the Spanish brigs Rapido and Regulo into the Niger Delta's Bonny River. "During the chase, they were seen from our vessels to throw their slaves overboard, by twos, shackled together by their ancles, and left in this manner to sink or swim, as best they could! Men, women, and young children were seen, in great numbers, struggling in the water," Peter Leonard, a British naval surgeon, wrote. "Several managed, with difficulty, as may be supposed, to swim on shore."
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As Africans were taken to the New World, many of them carried swimming and underwater diving skills with them. From the early sixteenth century on, slaveholders realized that slaves' swimming and diving abilities could be profitably exploited. Consequently, some slave traders targeted Africans with swimming skills for capture and sale to New World colonies in need of their skills.
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A few slaveholders preferred slaves with swimming skills, but many more seemingly favored slaves from African regions where skill in swimming was probably widespread. e slaveholders' decisions were based on the belief that slaves from given regions worked hard, rebelled less, or possessed desirable skills unrelated to swimming. Scholars have detailed many South Carolinian, Georgian, Louisianian, and Brazilian rice planters' desire for slaves from African rice-growing regions. Since Africans often cultivated rice along waterways, which were used to irrigate that crop, many Africans from rice-growing areas were probably proficient swimmers. e sports culture historian Richard Mandell has written that "if there were indigenous sports among the imported Africans, they left no trace." Yet many slaves participated in recreational and theatrical swimming activities that were evidently based on skills developed in Africa. Slaves swam for recreation and enjoyment. In the evening, many slipped into the water to cool off, relax, and wash away the day's troubles. In Guiana in the 1770s, John Stedman observed that swimming was slaves' "favourite diversion, which they practise every day at least twice or thrice." Recalling his youth in antebellum North Carolina, Bill Crump said, "We wucked in de fie'ls from sunup ter sundown mos' o' de time, but we had a couple of hours at dinner time ter swim or lay on de banks uv de little crick an' sleep. Ober 'bout sundown master let us go swim ag'in iff' en we wanted to do it." On April 13, 1804, Dr. George Pinckard observed the recreational swimming of a Barbadian bondman.
In one of our late walks we . . . met with a slave who was amusing himself by exercises of uncommon agility in the sea. Not an otter, nor a beaver, nor scarcely a dolphin could appear more in his element. He was quite at play in the water, and diverting himself in all kinds of antic tricks, and gambols. He dived to the bottom-swam in a variety of ways-walked or paddled along like a dog-concealed himself for a long time under water-laid himself at rest upon the surface, and appeared as much at his ease, in the ocean, as if he had never breathed a lighter, nor trodden a firmer element. 33 Slaves' swimming habits extended beyond such impromptu amusements. Bondpeople and scholars have discussed slaves' competitive sporting activities, including boxing and wrestling matches and foot, horse, and canoe races. ey have contended that such activities could enhance self-esteem and make enslavement more bearable. Many slaveholders believed that sports allowed slaves to vent their frustrations without threatening the stability of slavery. ough such activities typically occurred away from white supervision, some slaveholders organized slaves' recreational activities, especially contests they could wager on, such as races and fights. 34 John Stedman noted that adolescent slaves in Guiana Enslaved Swimmers and Divers in the Atlantic World competed in informal swimming contests. ey swam "promiscuously, in groups of boys and girls, and both sexes exhibit astonishing feats of courage, strength and activity. I have not only seen a negro girl beat a hardy youth in swimming across the River Comewina . . . but on landing challenge him to run a two mile race, and beat him again, naked as they were; while all ideas of shame on the one side and of insult on the other, are totally unknown." 35 Slaves also swam in formal, planter-organized contests. David Wiggins and Eugene Genovese have explained that southern planters occasionally organized boxing matches that pitted the champion fighter of one plantation against that of another. ey apparently organized similar swimming contests. John Clinkscales contended that in the antebellum years one of his father's South Carolina slaves named Essex was "by odds the best swimmer on my father's place" and possibly even the county, suggesting his reputation was perhaps earned in interplantation contests. In the seventeenth century Richard Ligon observed a planter-organized contest in which Barbadian slaves had to catch a duck placed in a large pond. e captor was awarded the duck, presumably to eat or sell it. e proprietor of these Sunday "recreations," Colonel Drax, "calling for some of his best swimming Negroes, commanded them to swim and take this Duck; but forbad them to dive, for if they were not bar'd that play, they would rise up under the Duck, and take her as she swome, or meet her in her diving, and so the sport would have too quick an end." Describing the slaves' use of the breaststroke and freestyle, Ligon said "in this chase there was much of pleasure, to see the various swimmings of the Negroes; some the ordinary wayes, upon their bellies [like Europeans], some on their backs, some by striking out their right leg and left arm, and then turning on the other side, and changing both their leg and arm, which is a stronger and swifter way of swimming, than any of the others." e winner was a "Negro maid" who, being absent when the rules were announced, "put off her peticoat behind a bush, that was at one end of the Pond, and closely sunk down into the water, and at one diving got to the Duck, pull'd her under water, and went back again the same way she came to the bush, all in one dive." e duck would have been taken from the young woman and the game resumed, but the feat so impressed Ligon that he asked that she be allowed to keep the prize, and his request was granted.
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Whether organized by slaves themselves or by slaveholders, contests probably offered the winners prestige in the slave quarters. ey indicated that bondwomen could beat their male counterparts. In addition to providing enslaved participants and observers with merriment, the communal nature of such contests, as of other recreations and sports, probably enhanced slaves' sense of community.
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Some slaves fused swimming to blood sports when they fought sharks, alligators, and manta rays to amuse themselves and to demonstrate their skill and strength-and perhaps their manhood. Scholars who have studied slaves' concepts of honor and manhood (Princeton, 1996) have asserted that slavery nullified the advantages of being men in patriarchal societies for bondmen by refusing them the fruits of their labor, destroying marriages, and preventing them from publicly defending their honor and asserting their masculinity.
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It is not clear how much bondpeople adhered to their enslavers' concepts of honor and manhood, but bondmen may have used aquatic blood sports to display and affirm their masculinity.
Many westerners regarded bodies of water as dangerous and were terrified of marine creatures. Describing South Carolina in 1769, a poet wrote: "Frightful creatures in the water/ Porpoises, sharks and alligators" swam. us, slaves' ability to traverse water with what whites perceived to be apparent ease while fighting creatures that petrified whites was doubly impressive. Manta rays, which can weigh two tons and measure twenty feet from wing tip to wing tip, frightened many westerners, who dubbed these fearsome-looking, though harmless, creatures "devil rays" and "vampire[s] of the ocean." Consequently, they were astounded when slaves battled them. In the mid-eighteenth century an African-born Beaufort, South Carolina, slave named May leapt onto the back of a manta ray to put the "whole weight of his body to the force of the [harpoon] stroke," before diving into the water and swimming back to the boat he jumped from, a feat that "delighted" its enslaved oarsmen. When William Elliott recounted May's tale, he exclaimed: "Had he belonged to the Saxon or Norman race, he had probably been knighted, and allowed to quarter on his shield the horns of the devil-fish, in token of his exploit!" May, however, remained enslaved, and his daring apparently earned him no reward except praise.
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Slaves waded and swam into waterways to seize and wrestle alligators to the shore, where awaiting bondpeople decapitated them with axes. ese exhibitions drew crowds of slaves and slaveholders, who, from the safety of shore, closely observed bondmen showcasing their strength and bravery. Slaves' egos and reputations were undoubtedly further inflated when white spectators exhibited fear. e former Georgia planter R. Q. Mallard recalled that when he was young and "somewhat callow," he occasionally took "to a tree until assured that the decapitation was a success!" 40 Slaves' swimming dexterity and daring were most forcefully exhibited when they fought sharks. In the Carolinas in 1700 John Lawson observed "some Negro's, and others, that can swim and dive well, go naked into the Water, with a Knife in their Hand, and fight the Shark, and very commonly kill him, or wound him so, that he turns Tail, and runs away." In 1790 an anonymous traveler to the West Indies wrote, "Negroes have been known daring enough to go into the water, in order to give battle to a shark, and have returned victorious, towing their adversary." is display so overwhelmed the chronicler that he or she bemoaned the possible demise of slavery, saying "if they can go into an unnatural element, in quest of hideous monsters, for the sport of engaging with them, it will leave us to wonder at their submission to the yoke of slavery; to wonder that ever a rebellion can be suppressed; to wonder they do not prefer the gallows and the gibbet to the hoe and the whip." While such accounts seem to be hyperbole, Hawaiians went to greater extremes to prove their courage by diving into the water to noose sharks and drag them to shore alive.
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Such battles may have provided slaves with some sense of control over their immediate lives, while enabling them to take pride in and display their skill and audacity. Accounts suggest that the slaves were participating in public demonstrations of brawn, daring, and manhood. e bondmen were also undoubtedly aware that they possessed skills their enslavers lacked, which may have afforded them a secret sense of superiority.
Most One of the French Huguenot artists who accompanied Sir Francis Drake to the West Indies in the late sixteenth century painted this image of a manta ray catching an enslaved pearl diver. e accompanying caption may be translated: " is fish is very large and no less vicious; when the negroes dive into the sea for pearls it jumps on them to make them drown and afterward eats them." Manta rays do not eat humans, but this image conveys westerners' fear of harmless marine creatures and perhaps their recognition of the daring of pearl divers in the face of such dangers. "Mantte" (Manta ray), Histoire Naturelle des Indes ( e natural history of the Indies), early 1590s. Courtesy the Pierpont Morgan Library, New York. MA 3900, f. 47. Like their African ancestors, many slaves born in the Americas learned to swim young, perhaps between four and six years of age. Several accounts describe enslaved children who were between seven and twelve years old swimming. Such children seemed comfortable in the water, indicating that they had probably learned to swim when they were still younger. On February 2, 1773, among the first sights that greeted John Stedman's eyes as he entered the Suriname River after crossing the Atlantic Ocean were "groups of naked boys and girls promiscuously playing and flouncing, like many tritons and mermaids, in the water." He then stated that "the scene was new to all," suggesting that European children did not swim. Frederick Douglass recalled that near where he lived in Maryland in the 1820s when he was seven or eight "there was a creek to swim in, at the bottom of an open flat space, of twenty acres or more, called 'the Long Green'-a very beautiful play-ground for the children." Enslaved parents, family members, and the entire slave community probably taught children to swim, just as they instructed them in gardening, cooking, sewing, hunting, and enduring bondage. Enslaved Swimmers and Divers in the Atlantic World Although Stedman, who was raised in Holland, could swim, he admitted that most Guiana slaves were much better swimmers and divers than he. While Robert Walsh was traversing Brazil in the 1820s, he concluded that most slaves could swim, dubbing them "amphibious." Francis Fedric, who was enslaved in Virginia and Kentucky during the mid-1800s, contended that most bondpeople could swim, saying "unlike most slaves, I never learned to swim." 44 In the American South standards of modesty probably prevented adult bondwomen from swimming. Caribbean and Latin American slaves maintained many West African customs and mores, most lived in relative isolation from whites, and the year-round heat kept the majority from wearing much clothing. Consequently, bondwomen there, like their African counterparts, probably faced little stigma when they swam nude. Stedman penned several accounts of male and female bondpeople swimming together nude without being thought immodest or immoral. Likewise, Richard Ligon detailed the swimming prowess of the nude Barbadian bondwoman who captured a duck. Even though slavery placed American bondwomen, who performed much the same work as bondmen, outside southern gender conventions, white and black society still encouraged and forced them to conform to many of those conventions. Female slaves themselves may have internalized southern mores. us, while enslaved female children may have disrobed to swim or play in the water, once a female slave reached puberty, black and white southerners would have viewed such actions as immodest. As bondwomen entered adolescence, they probably felt that swimming was no longer an acceptable activity. 45 In Born in Bondage, the historian Marie Jenkins Schwartz asserted that slaveholders did not encourage their slaves to learn to swim because they felt swimming did not increase slaves' economic value, aided them in escaping, and might lead to drowning and the loss of valuable human property. Indeed, many slaves incorporated swimming into their repertoires of resistance. But swimming could increase a bondman's usefulness and monetary worth, and some slaveholders encouraged it. Some whites advocated the use of slaves as lifeguards. While Dr. George Pinckard was in Barbados, he wrote on April 13, 1804, that slaves' swimming expertise "renders the negroes peculiarly useful in moments of distress, such as in cases of accident at sea or in the harbour." When young John Clinkscales of Abbeville County, South Carolina, swam, his parents entrusted his life to a slave named Essex, a renowned swimmer. Indeed, throughout the Atlantic world, slaves' swimming proficiency and whites' inability were juxtaposed when maritime accidents compelled blacks to save drowning whites. In 1805 the Barbadian slaveholder Robert Haynes sent his three sons to an English school along with a slave named Hamlet, who, Haynes reported, "saved the life of my son George" when he fell "overboard whilst landing at Liverpool." Similarly, a white clerk "who could only swim a few strokes" slipped off a "ship's gangway" in Baltimore Harbor and was pulled by the current "far out in the harbour." His enslaved friend Zamba, who had been raised on the "south bank of the river Congo, about two hundred miles from the sea" and had become "quite used to the water in Africa and could swim like a seagull," dove in after him. As Zamba described the event in his 1847 autobiography, "After a few minutes' strenuous exertion [I] made up to my friend, who was just at the moment sinking; having seized him by the coat collar with my left hand, I continued to keep afloat until a boat (several of which were pulling hastily to our assistance) came alongside and hauled us in." After a Brazilian steamer ran aground and began to break apart, a black sailor named Simao "swam through the furious breakers" thirteen times to save as many passengers. 47 While the role of the lifeguard never became widespread, throughout the Americas bondmen worked as underwater divers, harvesting pearls, salvaging cargoes from shipwrecks, and clearing riverbeds. Perhaps as a result of the tradition that barred women from maritime trades, bondwomen apparently were not used as divers, even though many African women on both sides of the Atlantic were proficient swimmers. Or perhaps their exclusion resulted from the tradition that bondwomen could not escape the drudgery of field labor for a specialized occupation as readily as bondmen did. 48 Slave divers were highly skilled, and after the Native Americans who had dived for pearls were killed off by disease and overwork, their diving abilities were unrivaled. Many could dive ninety-plus feet deep. (When a diver descends below about sixty feet, the air in his lungs is so compressed that buoyancy becomes negative, which causes him to sink rather than float.) Since divers descended to great depths, their eardrums sometimes burst. ough not fatal, this was painful and could cause temporary loss of equilibrium. How divers acquired their abilities is unclear. But the lung capacity and the composure required to work at such depths suggest that they had learned to swim at an early age. When diving, many held rock weights to help them descend quickly without expending valuable Enslaved Swimmers and Divers in the Atlantic World oxygen to swim downward. In the 1820s, while touring Gulf of California pearl fisheries worked by Native Americans, Robert Hardy witnessed the dangers and difficulties in diving for pearls. "If it be difficult to learn to swim, it is infinitely more so to dive," wrote Hardy. ough Hardy was apparently a decent swimmer, his small lung capacity and the pain that water pressure caused his eardrums inhibited his diving ability. 49 Like masons, carpenters, seamstresses, industrial laborers, Big House cooks, and blacksmiths, divers apparently enjoyed the privileges that slaveholders bestowed on skilled bondpeople. William Dusinberre's study of Low Country South Carolina and Georgia rice plantations provides an analytical framework for studying enslaved divers. Dusinberre argued that manipulative slave owners granted privileges to bondpeople to make them more dependent and to "elicit the required facade of cheerful subordination." e most important privilege a slave could receive was placement in a skilled occupation.
at, Dusinberre contended, enabled slaves to evade the monotony of field work, to find some dignity in their labor, to enhance their self-esteem, to gain the regard of their fellow slaves, and sometimes to obtain cash payments, all of which benefited their lives and those of their families and friends, most of whom were field hands. In addition, skilled slaves were often trusted by their owners, who frequently allowed them to work free of direct white supervision. 50 Yet because skilled occupations were privileges, slaves could be stripped of their positions at their owners' whim, for misconduct or in demonstration of owners' authority. While plantation production would have quickly ceased without the labors of skilled slaves, such as carpenters and blacksmiths, particular bondpeople might be rotated in and out of skilled positions without output being disrupted. As Dusinberre and Peter Kolchin have noted, many occupations, such as cooperage and carpentry, required only seasonal or part-time labor. Hence, slaves with such skills often found themselves in the fields when their specialties were not required. Dusinberre also concluded that rice planters frequently hired whites for tasks requiring exceptional proficiencies. 51 While this model seems generally applicable to enslaved divers, they possessed abilities few other slaves, Native Americans, or whites had. us divers may have enjoyed more of an advantage than other skilled bondpeople. True, diving was typically seasonal, and when not engaged in it, divers performed other labors. Yet they and their owners undoubtedly knew how hard it was to replace them. Consequently, as long as divers could execute their duties and there was diving to perform, their positions were relatively safe. Compared to other skilled bondpeople, divers probably faced less danger of being stripped of their positions as a result of minor infractions or their owners' caprice. In addition, scholars who have examined the work experiences of free and enslaved black watermen have argued that maritime occupations could create some racial parity. Divers may have benefited from the same dynamic, although there is not enough evidence to support this claim decisively. 52 Divers evidently differed from other skilled bondpeople in another significant way. Most skilled slaves ascended to privilege by gaining competence in western artisanry. Divers' abilities were African-derived; they demonstrated the vitality of African cultural transmissions and retentions and their power to shape the Atlantic world.
e privileges that skilled slaves received were not the fruit of benevolence. As Dusinberre and Kolchin have explained, slaveholders bestowed favors to extract more labor, and in turn more wealth, from skilled slaves' limbs and minds. 53 While diving was an arduous, dangerous occupation that taxed divers' health and claimed many lives, enslaved divers gained respite from field labor and material reward. Hence, like other skilled bondmen, divers lived existences of privileged exploitation. eir skills brought them rewards, while earning substantially more reward for their owners.
Spanish colonists along Venezuela's Pearl Coast were the first westerners to exploit enslaved African swimmers. Initially, Native Americans were forced to dive for pearls. As diseases depleted their numbers, Spanish colonists looked to West Africa for laborers. Commenting on this practice, Pieter de Marees said Gold Coast Africans "are very fast swimmers and can keep themselves underwater for a long time. ey can dive amazingly far, no less deep, and can see underwater. Because they are so good at swimming and diving, they are specially kept for that purpose in many Countries and employed in this capacity where there is a need for them, such as the Island of St. Margaret in the West Indies, where Pearls are found and brought up from the bottom by Divers." 54 In the morning each pearl canoe set "sail for the oyster bed or pearl fishery, which generally" lay in waters over eighty feet deep. Divers held rocks to help them descend rapidly. Describing diving on Margarita Island in the early seventeenth century, the friar Antonio Vázquez de Espinosa said, "when they dive under water, they carry a little net or reticule, fastened by a rope to the canoe." As they ripped pearl oysters from their rocky fastness, they deposited them in the nets, "and with great speed and skill they come with this to the surface." While catching their breath between dives, they frequently "receiv'd a glass of Wine and a Pipe of Tobacco" as refreshment. Ironically, both would have impaired their diving abilities. Visiting Margarita Island in the late sixteenth century, after overfishing had precipitated the decline of its pearl fishery, Richard Hawkins was impressed with the island's "expert swimmers, and great deevers," who "with tract of time, use, and continual practice, ha [d] learned to hold their breadth long underwater, for the better atchieving their worke." 55 Enslaved Swimmers and Divers in the Atlantic World Divers were entitled to a portion of the harvested pearls, which they were frequently forced to sell to their owners. Vázquez de Espinosa described the transactions: "on certain holidays they lay on a table or elsewhere excellent suits of clothes or other valuable articles of clothing, and the Negroes come out with the clothes, and their masters with riches." Still, some divers accumulated enough wealth to purchase their freedom. Despite the material gain pearl divers obtained, they were permitted little autonomy. At night they were locked in dormitories, not to prevent them from running away, but to keep them from engaging in sexual intercourse. As Vázquez de Espinosa explained, "chastity is necessary, to such a degree that if anyone among them did otherwise, he would be unable to fish or dive under water, but would stay on the surface like a cork."
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Pearl diving was strenuous, life-threatening work. An oceanic trench near the Pearl Coast channels cold water into the otherwise-warm Caribbean waters, causing the yearround ocean temperature to hover at 60-70 degrees Fahrenheit. e cool waters induced exposure-related illnesses that sometimes culminated in death. Pearl divers' eardrums sometimes burst so that "the blood gushed out of their Mouths and Noses when they came above Water to breath." Sharks attacked divers; some divers drowned; pirates kidnapped, injured, and killed others. Unlike other enslaved swimmers, pearl divers faced harsh punishment: they were severely beaten if they could not obtain the desired quantity or quality of pearls.
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Before the 1545 discovery of silver deposits in Peru, enslaved divers on the Pearl Coast probably generated more wealth than was produced anywhere else in the Americas. Pearls from the region were an important international commodity. Most were exported to Europe, where some were reexported to the Middle East, and still others were carried to Africa, where they were exchanged for slaves, ivory, gold, and other goods. e wealth enslaved pearl divers generated did not lead to reduced work loads nor to emancipation. Rather, their valuable service encouraged their use in other marine occupations. When Spanish treasure galleons sank, enslaved divers did salvage work. 58 By the mid-sixteenth century, the Spanish had decimated the population of indigenous West Indian salvage divers. ey began employing Africans to recover goods from sunken ships. e nearly complete shift to enslaved salvage divers of African origin occurred after a twenty-eight-ship treasure fleet sailed into a hurricane on September 6, 1622, one day after leaving Havana. Aware that enslaved pearl divers dove to great depths, Gaspar de Vargas, who was in charge of the salvaging operation, requested twenty divers. After the enslaved divers recovered some silver bars and other valuables, a storm forced Vargas to return to Havana. e Havana politician Francisco Nuñez Melián obtained a royal contract permitting him to salvage the sunken and unlocated galleons. He took a contingent of enslaved divers to the wreck area along with a diving bell, which trapped a pocket of air underwater, allowing divers to obtain oxygen without surfacing. Melián promised to emancipate the first slave who found a galleon. One day an excited diver surfaced, shouting that he had located the treasure ship Santa Margarita. He was granted his freedom. 59 ese Spanish successes set the precedent for employing enslaved salvage divers. When Bahamians, Bermudians, Caymanians, and Floridians began "wrecking," or recovering goods from grounded or sunken ships, in and around the perilous Florida Straits during the eighteenth century, they typically employed at least one slave who could dive to a depth of seventy feet.
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Wrecking was a significant industry for the region's residents. But because ships did not sink often enough to make wrecking a full-time profession, most wreckers were sea turtlers and fishermen who sporadically benefited from others' misfortune. Many nineteenth-century Connecticut fishermen, especially those from Mystic, wrecked off the Florida coast during the off-season to augment their incomes. ough no evidence could be found, they may have hired enslaved divers and, after Britain abolished slavery in 1834, free black Bahamians, Bermudians, and Caymanians, as well as free and enslaved Floridians. 61 No wrecker or observer left a detailed description of wrecking divers, so their treatment is largely unknown. Yet because these slaves possessed skills their owners lacked Enslaved Swimmers and Divers in the Atlantic World and because maritime activities could ameliorate the conditions of bondage, the divers probably fared better than plantation slaves. Moreover, the scholars Barry W. Higman, Michael Craton, Virginia Bernhard, and Roger Smith have depicted slavery as less severe on Bermuda, the Bahamas, and the Cayman Islands than elsewhere in the Americas. 62 In the antebellum American South, some bondpeople's swimming abilities were used in clearing fisheries of debris that could ensnare fishing nets. Slaves cleared two types of fisheries. Some worked for their owners on waterways near the owners' property. Others were hired out to commercial fisheries in coastal estuaries. Charles Ball, by his own account an expert swimmer, explained that while he and two other South Carolina field hands were employed as seasonal fishermen by their owner, they also cleared the Congaree River of debris. ough the work was cold and hard, it was a welcome escape from field labor. 63 In the mid-1850s, Frederick Law Olmsted penned a detailed description of North Carolina's intercoastal fisheries that reveals enslaved divers' dexterity. " e shad and herring fisheries upon the sounds and inlets of the North Carolina coast are an important branch of industry, and a source of considerable wealth," he wrote. " e men employed in them are mainly negroes, slave and free." Work on the fishery entailed long, dangerous hours. e most hazardous aspect was clearing the fishing grounds, which had required the use of "seventy kegs of gunpowder the previous year." In many places, coastal subsidence had submerged swamps, leaving the "stumps of great cypress trees, not in the least decayed, [that] yet protrude from the bottom of the sounds." Enslaved divers were key to their removal. After divers had ascertained the position of the debris, "two large seineboats are moored over it." Divers fastened a chain to the stump or log, which they hoisted to the surface using a windlass rigged to the boats. When a stump would not yield and the power of the windlass pulled the boats' sides "to the water's edge," a more dramatic technique was employed. With the stump still chained to the boats, a diver placed a long, iron-tipped spike on the stump, which sledgehammer-wielding slaves in the boats drove into it. Once an approximately ten-foot cavity was made, the pole was removed. A diver inserted a cylindrical canister containing several pounds of explosives into the void. e charge was detonated while the stump was still chained to the boats, and the resulting explosion, combined with the upward force of the chains, wrenched the stump free. Olmsted described the scene: Enslaved Swimmers and Divers in the Atlantic World is study demonstrates that bondpeople's swimming activities touched their everyday lives in important ways. In an age when few westerners could swim, many slaves mastered the skill. Recreational swimming allowed field slaves to relax and cleanse themselves. When bondpeople competed in races or battled marine creatures, they exhibited their skills and won material rewards, which probably enhanced their prestige and selfesteem and increased the slave communities' sense of cohesion.
Slaveholders probably had to treat enslaved swimmers and divers differently from most other skilled bondpeople. Owners could replace most slaves who possessed land-based proficiencies with other competent slaves without interrupting production much. ey could not dismiss divers without causing significant work disruptions and even stoppages. Enslaved divers thus resembled the antebellum industrial slave laborers whom Charles B. Dew has described. rough years of apprenticeship, which could begin when they were boys, some industrial bondmen became highly skilled laborers who made themselves indispensable to iron making. For example, in 1847 the Tredegar Iron Works purchased thirty-two slaves and groomed them for over a decade, making them the elite of its fettered population. e time, attention, and money dedicated to their training suggests that replacements could not be readily obtained. Indeed, Dew argued that their positions were secure unless a catastrophe occurred that forced the liquidation of assets, such as the factory owner's death. Furthermore, industrial slaves seem to have had lifelong appointments that might be passed from father to son. Divers too probably began learning their skills when they were young boys. ere is no evidence of diving positions passing from father to son. But enslaved divers would have needed to become proficient swimmers by an early age and to swim regularly to develop the lung capacity and composure required to work calmly and smoothly in strenuous conditions without panicking and using up their oxygen, a reaction that would lessen their efficiency and could cost them their lives.
us, if slaveholders wanted to train slaves as divers, they probably identified young, proficient swimmers whom divers could tutor. 69 Consequently, as slave owners engaged in the continually negotiated relationship with their slaves that Ira Berlin has described, they doubtless had to concede some autonomy to their divers and to temper claims to absolute authority. In salvaging goods from sunken ships far out at sea or clearing debris from inland fisheries, slaveholders did not have the luxury of discharging a diver to exhibit their authority or to punish an infraction, and severe beatings could unfit divers for work. Slave owners wanted diving jobs completed quickly and successfully, and they could not easily replace divers. Furthermore, slaveholders may have realized that they were privileged to own slaves possessing such a rare and lucrative ability. us, slaves employed in salvage, fishery, and sometimes even pearl diving had leverage to exact privileges from their owners. 70 e dignity divers found in their labor and their desire for wealth, which Olmsted declared led them to work "cheerfully, earnestly and skillfully," also opened them to manipulation and exploitation. David Wiggins argued that much of southern antebellum bondpeople's recreational life was bound to rural institutions and shaped by plantation labor. Corn shucking, hog killing, fodder pulling, wheat threshing, and logrolling were major festive occasions that combined work, social gathering, and recreation. us, Wiggins asserts, these tasks were completed without "any sense of real physical exertion. Instead, the slaves found these activities to be a source of physical pleasure and emotional release." To enhance that pleasure, planters organized corn shuckers into teams that competed to see which could shuck fastest.
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Whites similarly manipulated divers' sense of pride and desire for material wealth to make them work longer and harder than they otherwise would have. As in corn shucking, whites used competition to motivate divers. Francisco Melián enticed salvage divers to find wrecks by offering them freedom, while North Carolina fishery divers' competitiveness, as well as monetary and alcoholic rewards, spurred them to dive even when ill.
ough the work was grueling, enslaved swimmers and divers welcomed the escape from the monotonous, backbreaking labor their enslaved brothers and sisters performed in the agricultural fields of the Americas. But slavery, no matter the occupation, was always hard work, and the privileges divers enjoyed were restricted by the fetters of bondage. Being a slave, even an enslaved diver, meant subjugation, harsh treatment, and never-ending toil. Still, enslaved swimmers and divers used skills of African origin to make slavery more bearable, sometimes winning existences of privileged exploitation.
Epilogue
Evidence that many slaves were strong swimmers raises issues about present-day American society. Since many American slaves were adroit swimmers, why are there no dominant African American competitive swimmers? e author has observed that many black West Indians and West Africans are proficient swimmers. Having spent time in black communities in California, New York, and the American South, he is familiar with the belief of many African Americans that swimming is a "white" activity. At the Los Angeles Memorial Coliseum June 30, 1990, celebration of Nelson Mandela's release from prison, the late African American comedian Nell Carter joked with the seventy thousand spectators, most of whom were black, that swimming was "un-black"-if blacks knew how to swim, he said, there would be no African Americans because their enslaved ancestors would have all swum back to Africa. e audience that had come to hear Mandela speak, including the author, understood the joke. e author's awareness of this black-held belief made historical accounts of West Africans' and slaves' swimming activities surprising and intriguing. Many white Americans believe that blacks are less capable of swimming than whites. Some whites believe that blacks' bones are denser and that they are thus less buoyant than whites. e news media have reported on white and black Americans' perception that blacks cannot swim. Most infamously, the then Los Angeles Dodgers' vice president Al Campanis was fired in 1987 after he told Ted Koppel on the  show Nightline, among other things, that blacks were 71 Wiggins, "Good Times on the Old Plantation," 278-80, esp. 278.
